
  

Hydrogen Future Alberta
www.BillHowell.ca - for Kincaid webinar 31Mar2022

● This short presentation seeks to : 
– avoid overlap with Alberta Associate Minister of Natural Gas - Dale Nally

– cover a few interesting points

– stimulate discussions, rather than proclaim the answer

● Safety and hydrogen - good news

● Economics and Risks (X)

● Alberta roadmap - selected ideas (X)

● [random, scattered] concepts

● Fun, crazy stuff

slides        :  http://www.BillHowell.ca/Projects - mini/hydrogen/Howell - hydrogen future Alberta.odp
notes & references : 
                    http://www.BillHowell.ca/Projects - mini/hydrogen/0_Howell - hydrogen future Alberta notes.txt

Personal bias - (*) marks concepts in following slides that I've come across in past jobs, projects
slides to skip (X) - 10 min time constraint does not allow for presentation, but will left in



  

Safety and hydrogen

● At first glance - hydrogen is pretty mean stuff

● Second glance - do-able + some advantages? 

● Big difference between [trained, professional] operations and 
the public - car companies are good at this

● Global [research, development, piloting, standards] (roadmap)

● Example - Undergound hard-rock mining fuel cells (*)

● Example - School bus pilot project in USA



  

Safety and hydrogen

Mercaptan-like safety (stench)
is there an equivalent yet for high-purity fuel cell hydrogen?
easy for hydrogen-fuel mixes? (15% mentionned by roadmap)

hydrogen "invisible flame" to naked eye
asphixiant gas (like most other gaseous fuels)
easy leakage, hydrogen embrittlement of metals
Demo explosion at a lab shocked me for sure - quite a bang! - danger of reactions



  

Safety and hydrogen
Second glance - do-able + some advantages? 

high diffusivity - dissipates extremely rapidly
no toxicity rating, as with many other fuels
well-established safety protocols as a starting point
new [research, pilot, demo, codes & standards] for new applications

I remember the comment of hydrogen safety experts :  
● tests of firing bullets into pressurized hydrogen tanks failed to ignite any of them

There can be some safety advantages of hydrogen over [gasoline, diesel]? 
● closed work environments : particulates, NOx, rapid dispersion of leak (when 

ventilated!) 
● slow release from H2 storage materials (then again, possible BLEV-style 

release?)
● still - they are BOTH dangerous.  But we know how to live with gasoline.  



  

Safety and hydrogen
Example - Undergound hard-rock mining fuel cells (*)

Driving forces : 
● Green House Gases (GHG)

● diesel exhaust regulatory directions [particulates, NOx,etc]

● operating costs [ventilation, maintenance, automation]

From Marc Betournay presentation, NRCan



  

Economics and Risks (X)

● Will "blue hydrogen" (natural gas based) be accepted after 2050?

● Will hydrogen fuel cells be a strong competitor of batteries for 
passenger cars? for trucks? 

● [USA, Russia, China, India, Arab, Persia, other] "upstream" 
competitors

– they are not going to be restrained as Alberta has been?

● substitute "energy carrier" technologies (later slide)

● Crushing new priorities, FAR beyond all this??!  (**)



  

Economics and Risks (X)
● Will hydrogen fuel cells be a strong competitor of batteries for passenger 

cars?

● For comparison to today's living, it's essential to know CO2 taxes, effect of 
heavier EV batteries, actual [battery, fuel cell] life, city vs highway, subsidies, 
etc etc?

● Energy efficiency of EVs : battery 70-80%, fuel cell 25-35% via electrolysis

● don't trust numbers until you've looked [broadly, closely] and did your own 
estimates!

Garrett Motion - battery small vehicles, fuel cell larger University of Alberta (from roadmap, are CO2 credits 
involved?)



  

Alberta roadmap- selected ideas (X)
(ideas that have been around, but with advances)

● Natural Gas Decomposition (NGD) – thermal decomposition of methane into 
hydrogen gas and solid carbon (also known as carbon black), then a direct 
carbon fuel cell

● Underground Gasification (UG) – of [crude oil, bitumen, coal] integrated with 
Carbon Capture and Underground Storage (CCUS)

● Can some Alberta natural gas storage (salt formations) be adapted to 
hydrogen? (**)

Ekona Power - 
CH4 to H2 and carbon black

Linde , Texas



  

[random, scattered] concepts
(there is no end to the ideas... most ideas here very old)

● Hydrogen [combustion engines, turbines] for transportation? (roadmap) (*)

● [battery, fuel cell, flywheel, ultra-capacitor] comparison  (*) (X)

● Caterpillar's global initiative for electric battery huge mining trucks 

● can your car be a hydrogen fuelcell electric power generator for the grid? (*)

● Fischer-Tropsch-like processes :  coal to [gas, oil, hydrogen, other] (*) (X)



  

[random, scattered] concepts
[battery, fuel cell, flywheel, ultra-capacitor] comparison  (*) (X)

● Catalysis, materials, sensors, micro-electronics, controls - can be game-
changers

– thermal management, fabrication, costs, overall system efficiency etc

– life cycle analysis (wrong phrase!) - always problematic

– IF rare lab results can be translated into viable product ... ?
● seems to be common in electrochemistry, photo-voltaic
● [solid, liquid, gas, but also plasma?] = "Earth, water, air, fire" of 

ancient Greece?

– [poorly known, new] * [science, technology] "dark horses"  
● can upset the apple-cart and ruin massive investments?

● Flywheels 

– fascinating company in Ottawa years ago (*)

– safety issues & "asymmetry of perceptions" of technologies?

 



  

[random, scattered] concepts
ultra-capacitors - one of those "dark horses"? (*) (X)

Image : US-DOE presentation, 10Jun2010
2019 lab results : China-Korea paper  thiol-functionalized, nitrogen-doped, reduced graphene oxide scrolls 

2019 lab results      cellphone
           ultracap        Li-ion 
@A/g   0.25    50     
 Wh/kg  206    32     100-265  -->
 W/kg    496  ~10   ~250-340  -->
lab results will be far less in a  
battery pack!!!
vehicle packs will be lower 
than for cellphone battery

2019 lab results      cellphone
           ultracap        Li-ion 
@A/g   0.25    50     
 Wh/kg  206    32     100-265  -->
 W/kg    496  ~10   ~250-340  -->
lab results will be far less in a  
battery pack!!!
vehicle packs will be lower 
than for cellphone battery



  

[random, scattered] concepts
Fischer-Tropsch-like processes :  coal to [gas, oil, hydrogen, other] (*) (X)

historical operations [WWII Germany (*), South Africa]
China ~2010-ongoing? : ceased or carbon capture?  
India - intent to expand gas storage even before Ukraine
            2019 India reluctance for CO2 storage
coal plant in a bottle (like sailing ships), O2 enrichment  (*)
recently, USA coal to [acetylene, ethylene] (strange?)
Environmental Defense Fund 2019 
Underground Gas Storage in China 

https://tse2.mm.bing.net/  



  

Multi-edged heresy?
For the next slide, almost all (except ~<1:100) [government, academic] research 
scientists are perhaps best advised to roll their eyes and walk away, if they don't 

climb up a wall first.

It's all they [can, should] do?

 

But I'm looking for essentially none (<1:10k) of the scientists, and none for all 
[theories, time].  

So strange that so many of the so few turn out to be amateurs.

"multiple conflicting hypothesis" to avoid the trap of becoming a tool of concepts, 
rather than the concepts being a starting environment to play with

[right, wrong, true, false] are not so relevant.  I'm mainly interest in finding a 
strong thinker, and if I'm really lucky, a [creative, revolutionary, breakthrough] 

thinker.



  

Fun, crazy stuff
(% = things I've come across in the past with my personal projects, definitely NOT accepted by mainstream science!)

● % Randell Mills hydrino - fractional electron quantum levels? (*)

● % Aureon.ca in Toronto - mythology inspired, electric sun experiments (*)

● Stairway to heaven? - Zeppelins for hydrogen transport in the North, riding 
the jet streams 

● Joke : best hydrogen [storage, transport] is to attach it to long carbon chains 
or oxygen!

USA Office of Energy Efficiency and 
Renewable Energy

● joking aside, there are wonderful developments for better hydrogen storage
● one example in roadmap - ammonia as a carrier for export



  

Fun, crazy stuff
Randell Mills hydrino - fractional electron quantum levels? (*)

Mills has MANY critics!!! - probably any scientist that looked at it since 1986-91
My lesson over decades across subjects, one often finds that  : 

Great work is greatly hated, follow the outcries to find the truly exceptional



  

Fun, crazy stuff
Randell Mills hydrino - fractional electron quantum levels? (*)



  

Fun, crazy stuff
Randell Mills hydrino - fractional electron quantum levels? (*)



  

Fun, crazy stuff
Aureon.ca in Toronto - mythology inspired, electric sun experiments (*)

THE SAFIRE REACTOR
After almost a decade of research and experimentation, the SAFIRE PROJECT 
team developed a stable medium-energy plasma reactor. Using a process called 
Nuclear Valence Excitation (NVE) the SAFIRE reactor can generate safe and 
uniquely controllable nuclear changes. This technology has many potential 
applications in the energy and cleantech industries.

Kristian Birkeland 
(December 13, 1867 — 
Jun 15, 1917)

<- Terrella experiments
      I
     V

SAFIRE   ->
 electric sun



  

Fun, crazy stuff
Aureon.ca in Toronto - mythology inspired, electric sun experiments (*)

We are now creating the first commercial application of the NVE technology to 
eliminate the radioactivity from the wastewater of hydraulic fracturing operations 
called produced water.  (...high-level fission waste later?...)

Elements produced in the SAFIRE hydrogen plasma vacuum reactor. The Standard Model of 
the Sun suggests only [helium, lithium].  Removal of radio-activity : either increase or 
decrease atomic number, depending on isotopes?  NOTICE : Rare Earths, a target also!



  

Fun, crazy stuff
Aureon.ca in Toronto - mythology inspired, electric sun experiments (*)

21Nov2020 https://aureon.ca/ SAFIRE video (since replaced with newer aureon videos)
Hand-written comments from the video (approximate) : 
"...   MIT has found that when radioactive waste is exposed to hydrogen isotope nuclei, the decay rate of the 
radioactive material can be accelerated, even to the point of neutralising the radio-activity.   ..."
"...   SAFIRE would also use radioactive materials as fuel, and the elemental transmutation would remediate the 
radiactive waste back into the base elements, and render it benign.  Right now there are 450 successful nuclear 
fission plants on the Earth. Imagine if they could produce energy without creating radiactive waste.  ..."
"...   SAFIRE is an international research program, working with Lockheed-Martin, US DOD, Los Alamos, Lawrence 
Livermore Labs, Space Propulsion Consultants,University of Toronto, Canadian Nuclear Laboratories, and 
more.  ..."



  

Fun, crazy stuff
Aureon.ca in Toronto - mythology inspired, electric sun experiments (*)

[psychiatrist, mythologist, physicists] and petroglyphs

Anthony Peratt 2003 paper



  

Fun, crazy stuff
Aureon.ca in Toronto - mythology inspired, electric sun experiments (*)

Petroglyphs - Where were you when all hell broke loose?

Any particular reason why Anthony Peratt mapped 
no sites in [Russia, Belarus, Ukraine]? 
<grin - just kidding, there are some>



  

Fun, crazy stuff
Aureon.ca in Toronto - mythology inspired, electric sun experiments (*)

Paul Anderson,US Army Research chemist, SAFIRE core team member
Electric scarring of Earth, Alberta equivalents
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